PRESS RELEASE

YAMAWA EUROPE AT AMB: FOCUS ON GERMAN INDUSTRY.
Stuttgart, 13-17 September 2016 – Yamawa Europe, the European subsidiary of
Yamawa – a leading Japanese manufacturer of high performance threading tools selects AMB Exhibition in Stuttgart as its first important direct presence since the
official start of operations in Europe.
Officially in operations since January 2016, Yamawa Europe has recently introduced the
new Products Catalogue 2016-2017 dedicated to the European market and will showcase
at AMB a series of news and products focusing on the technology needs of the German
industry.
Significant highlights are the MHRZ forming taps, for forming threads of medium hardness
steel and specifically designed for the automotive industry; The MHSL series for medium
hardness steel high performance tapping of blind holes; AXE-HT taps for high performance
tapping of Aluminum Alloy Diecasting; MC-AD-CT carbide taps with through coolant for high
volume tapping of blind holes in Aluminum Diecasting.
“The technology excellence of Yamawa products range meets perfectly the philosophy and
the requirements of the German metal working industry. – says Alessandro Sorgato, CEO,
Yamawa Europe – With the opportunity represented by an important and well established
exhibition such as the AMB, we’ll be involved in a series of meetings that we have set-up to
select new qualified partners for the German market and to meet directly with end-users
who need the tools to meet their challenges everyday”.
Yamawa will present also the new AU DIN range of universal taps now available up to
diameter 20 for both M and MF threads, allowing high performance threading on a broad
range of materials, to meet one of the most frequent requirement of the market.
The breadth of Yamawa range will be visually represented at the stand with the showcase
of the S0.6 roll tap for micro-threading side by side with the new RE-HT tap for off-shore
maintenance of large dimension work-pieces available at the show in size M80
Together with one of the most comprehensive catalogue in the industry with 15000 items
and a detailed and rich section dedicated to technical information, Yamawa Europe will
introduce for the first time the new technical guides, building on the know-how developed by
Yamawa in almost a century of experience in the design and manufacturing of taps, dies
and centering tools.
Contact us to schedule a meeting at our Stand E2-201!

